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Disclaimer
This presentation is the property of Capitol Health Limited (Capitol). This presentation is not and does not constitute an offer, invitation or
recommendation to subscribe for, or purchase any security and neither this presentation nor anything contained in it shall form the basis of any
contract or commitment.
This presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation in any jurisdiction anywhere, or to any person to whom, such an offer would be
unlawful. This presentation is not intended as an offer, invitation, solicitation or recommendation with respect to the purchase or sale of any
security in the United States or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. The securities in the offering have not
been, and will not be registered under the US Securities Act.
Reliance should not be placed on the information or opinions contained in this presentation. This presentation does not take into consideration
the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular investor. Any decision to purchase or subscribe for securities
in Capitol must be made solely on the basis of the information contained in the in the public domain and if necessary, after seeking appropriate
financial advice.
No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information,
opinions and conclusions contained in this presentation. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Capitol and its affiliates and related bodies
corporate, and their respective officers, directors, employees and agents disclaim any liability (including, without limitation, any liability arising
from fault or negligence) for any loss arising from any use of this presentation (or its content) or otherwise arising in connection with it.
Capitol’s forward-looking statements, intentions, forecasts, prospects, returns, expectations, statements in relation to future matters or other
forward looking statement contained in this presentation may involve significant elements of subjective judgement and assumptions as to future
events which may or may not be correct. There are usually differences between forecast and actual results because events and actual
circumstances frequently do not occur as forecast and these differences may be material. They are based on a number of estimates,
assumptions that are subject to business, scientific, economic and competitive uncertainties and contingencies, with respect to future business
decisions, which are subject to change and, in many cases, are outside the control of Capitol and its directors. Neither Capitol nor its directors
give any assurance that the forecast performance in the forecasts or any forward-looking statement contained in this presentation will be
achieved.
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Agenda
1. Capitol Health - Snapshot
2. Diagnostic Imaging in Australia
3. Opportunity in MRI – The Capitol Health Advantage
4. Investment Proposition
5. Financial Highlights
6. Acquisition of MDI Group
7. Summary and Outlook
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› Capitol Health, a specialised diagnostic imaging
(DI) company, based in Victoria
› Only specialised DI company on the ASX:CAJ
› Largest community based DI network in Victoria
(post acquisition of MDI Group)
› Profitable business model
› Full service offering – X rays through MRI
› Exceptional growth – expected to continue with
strong organic industry growth and acquisitive
strategies

ASX

CAJ (*at 3/4/13)

Share price

$0.185*

Shares on issue

429.5m

Market capitalisation

$79.5m*

52 week range

$0.038 – $0.2050

Dividend per share

Interim FY13: 0.25 cents
Interim FY12: 0.20 cents

EPS (as at 31/12/12)

0.39 cents

Capitol Health – creating shareholder value
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Capitol Health - Snapshot
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Diagnostic Imaging in Australia
A growing industry
The Australian DI industry is robust and expected to grow
› Australian DI market is estimated to be approx. $3.0bn+ for 2012/2013
and growing
› Growth expected to average 5% p.a. over the
next 10 years (above GDP of 2.4%)
› Key drivers of growth:
• Expanding & ageing population
• Shift in focus to early detection and prevention
• Critical service for the Australian healthcare
industry
• Improving accuracy and capabilities of imaging
techniques
• Government initiatives

› Economic climate and Government incentives causing industry shift
towards MRI services
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Industry shift towards MRI Services
Supported by government initiatives
› Federal Government announced $104.4m
Diagnostic Imaging Review Reform Package
in 2011/12
› Federal Budget initiative to:
• Improve patient access to more affordable
MRI services
• Increase the number of Medicare-eligible
MRI services nationwide
→ Five of these licenses allocated to Capitol
Health clinics
→ Two additional licenses secured through MDI
acquisition
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Opportunity in MRI :
The Capitol Health Advantage
Opportunity in MRI

The Capitol Health Advantage

› Continuing shift in customer demand
from CT scans to MRI services

› Strategically positioned to take
advantage of the opportunity in MRI:

› Providers without MRI capabilities
will lose market share and inevitably
be squeezed out of the market

• As the largest community based DI
provider in Victoria (post MDI
acquisition), Capitol benefits from:

› Medicare-funded MRI providers will
be positioned for market share gains
through a more affordable offering
› Currently, 70% of imaging referrals
emanate from GP’s. From 1/11/13,
Medicare-eligible MRIs will be
extended to GPs – expanding
demand for MRI even further

‒ Large percentage of GP referrals
made to community based DI
providers - expected to increase
further from 1/11/13
• 5 MRI licenses in place (plus two
additional through acquisition of MDI)
• Offering significant MRI capabilities
and services
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Investment Proposition
› Highly focused strategy with strong Board and management
› Consistently strong profitability and revenue growth
› Highly-scalable & low cost commercial model
› Attractive offering for customers, Radiologists and referrers
› Supportive Regulatory environment
› Attractive dividend yield and growth
› Positioned as the largest community* based DI network in Victoria
(post acquisition of MDI Group effective 1 May 2013)
(* Facilities not located within major public or private hospitals)
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Highly focused strategy
› MRI focused strategy – positions
Capitol to take advantage of
upcoming regulatory changes
coming into effect 1/11/13Superior market

positioning and
geographical
model –spread

› Profitable business
incorporate gap-charging services
› Superior market positioning and
strong geographical spread
› Pursue organic growth and
acquisition opportunities
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Strong Board & Management
Mr John Conidi, BBus, CPA
Managing Director
› Appointed 30 August 2007
› Over 7 years of experience in developing,
acquiring and managing businesses in the
healthcare industry with a focus on
diagnostic imaging.
› Non Executive Director of Lithex
Resources Limited, (ASX: LTX).

Mr Dominik Kucera, BBus (Acc), CPA
Executive Director and Chief Financial Officer
› Appointed 31 July 2008
› Held senior finance roles in a number of
private, joint venture and public
companies, under Australian and MultiNational ownership.
› Previous role as CFO for Sirius
Corporation Ltd (ASX: SIU).

Andrew Harrison, BCom (Hons)
Non-Executive Director
› Appointed 1 December 2005
› Significant experience in both senior management
and board positions in publicly listed companies.
› Prior to forming Capitol Health Limited, Mr
Harrison was MD of Neptune Marine Services
Limited and played an integral role in the IPO in
April 2004.
› Non-executive director of ASX listed Neptune
Marine Services Limited until February 2006; Non
Executive and Executive Director Draig Resources
Limited, an ASX listed company, until 2012.
Mr Steven Sewell
Non-Executive Director
› Appointed 6 February 2008
› Over 15 years experience in the property
investment and management industry.
› Managing Director and CEO of Federation Centres
Australia (ASX: FDC).
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Track record of delivering year-on-year profit growth
Expected to continue into Q4 2013
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YTD Q3 2013
Revenue - $42.8m
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Consistently strong profitability and
revenue growth

1
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1H Revenue
FY NPAT
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YTD Q3
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NB: 2010 – deduction of a one-off non cash goodwill impairment charge
2012 – reflects underlying NPAT after deducting effect of asset sales
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Highly scalable & low cost
commercial model
Strategic and commercial model underpins growth strategy
› Highly-scalable:
• Significant recent investment in IT systems
and upgrade of high-tech equipment
• IT platform facilitates future clinic expansion
Result = cost and operational efficiencies
Margins and profits will expand significantly as
the Capitol network grows.

› Low cost:
• Ingrained commercial culture
• Ongoing margin growth
Result = Radiologists driven to partner with CAJ
to leverage model and increase their earnings
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Attractive offering to all stakeholders
Radiologists:
• Capitol offers superior
commercial model and
potential to significantly
increase earnings
• Avoid ongoing earnings
decline from
regulatory reform

Patients:
• Affordable pricing with
Medicare benefits
• High-quality services &
leading-edge technology &
equipment
• MRI services

Patients

Radiologists

Shareholders:
• Profitable business model with
defensive revenue base
• High scalability
• Strong shareholder returns

Delivering real
value for all
stakeholders

Shareholders

Referring
GPs

Referring GPs:
• Market leading information
systems – lifetime information
storage
• Quick and efficient reporting
• MRI referrals
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Financial Highlights – YTD Q3 2013
YTD Q3
2013

YTD Q3
2012

(unaudited)

(unaudited)

$42.8m

$38.9m

+10%

$52.3m

7.7%

6.7%

+100bps

5.6%

NPBT

$3.3m

$2.6m

+27%

$3.0m

NPAT

$2.3m

$1.9m

+18%

$2.1m

Underlying* NPBT

$3.3m

$2.3m

+40%

$2.7m

Underlying* NPAT

$2.3m

$1.7m

+36%

$1.9m

EPS (diluted)+

0.62c

0.59c

+5%

0.63c

DPS (fully franked)

0.25c

0.20c

+25%

Total FY 0.40c

KPI
Revenue
NPBT Margin

FY2012

% change

(audited)

* Underlying figures adjust for one–off asset sales in FY2012
+ Diluted EPS shown does not provide for 15% Institutional placement made on 13 March 2013
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Acquisition of MDI Radiology
› Announced on 6 March 2013
› On track to complete by 1 May 2013
› Gross purchase price of $8m for 100% shares
in MDI inclusive of pay-out of shareholder
loans.
› Funded by combination of debt and
equity
› Acquisition multiple of 6.25x
(Enterprise Value/NPBT*)

*EV is defined as the acquisition price plus structured debt and finance lease liabilities.
Net Profit Before Tax (NPBT) represents the annualised pro-forma 1H13 NPBT for MDI.
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Key benefits of MDI acquisition
› Positions Capitol as the largest
community based DI provider in
Victoria
› Two additional MRI licenses
› Leverages Capitol’s business model
and scalability to drive earnings
accretion
› Substantial revenue and cost
synergies
› Significant EPS accretion – expected
25%+ increase for FY2014 on
FY2013
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Rationale for Acquisition
Strategic

Financial

› Aligned with Capitol’s corporate
strategy

› Highly value accretive

› Two additional licensed MRI’s

› Attractive acquisition multiple of 6.25x
Enterprise Value/NPBT

› Strategically located in population
growth corridors – no overlap with
existing Capitol clinics

› Impact on EPS – Expected increase in
2014 over 2013 in region of 25%+

› Enhances geographical footprint
(increase from 37 to 48 clinics)

› Consolidated annualised revenues of
over $80 million

› Emphasis on technology

› Introduces gap (fee) charging model –
proven and highly profitable

› Consistent billing model across
acquisition network

› Cost and operational synergies

› MDI Radiologists retained on contracts
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Enhances Geographical Footprint

Location of
new clinics
– acquired
by Capitol

Capitol’s
existing
clinics in
Melbourne
metro area
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Capitol Health on track to continue its
strong growth momentum
Positioned as the largest community based DI provider in
Victoria
› MDI acquisition on track to complete on 1 May 2013
› Combined group will generate over $80 million annualised revenues
› Two additional MRI licenses, increasing total to seven for Capitol
› Introduction and exposure to highly profitable “gap – charging”
model through MDI
› Greater geographical spread and increased market share
› Strong growth expected to continue – remain focused on our
strategy and continue to pursue organic and acquisitive opportunities
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John Conidi, Managing Director

P: +61 (0) 3 9348 3333

Level 3, 81 Lorimer St

F: +61 (0) 3 9646 2260

Docklands VIC 3008

E: j.conidi@capitolhealth.com.au

www.capitolhealth.com.au
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